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NATURAL GAS 
FOR UPLAND 
Taylor Improvement Association 
Taking Steps to Secure Gas 
For Upland and the Univer­
sity Addition 
Only Hal/ Mile from College to Gas Main 
The T. I. A. seems determined to 
avoid the state of " innocuous desue­
tude" wnich has been the fate of so 
many similar organizations of the past. 
Although considerably over half of the 
charter members ignore the meetings 
entirely (see last Echo for list of 
names) the "faithful few" who are 
really interested in the civic betterment 
of this community and this town are 
getting down to business and starting 
projects that will add immeasurably to 
the comfort, convenience and enjoy­
ment of our residents. 
At the meeting Monday evening. May 
8th, the matter of getting natural gas 
introduced here for cooking and heat­
ing purposes was brought up and dis­
cussed. A committee was appointed 
consisting of Prof. Ridout, Edward 
Pencil and M. H. Stevens. The commit­
tee finds that the gas main is only a 
half mile south of the campus and that 
when it was put in a "gate" or place 
for connecting on was placed there by 
the gas company so that it would be 
a simple matter to run a line from there 
into the College Addition and Upland. 
The rates are as follows: 70c for the 
first 1,000 cubic feet; 60c for the sec­
ond 1,000; 55c for the third 1,000, 50e 
for the fourth 1,000, and so on; the 
minimum per month to be 70c. There 
is little danger of the gas supply be­
coming exhausted for this company has 
a factory at Muncie where they manu­
facture gas, consequently are not de­
pendent entirely on the natural supply. 
A canvass will be made of the Uni­
versity Addition to see how many 
would subscribe for gas if a line were 
put through, and the people of Upland 
also will be urged to take hold and have 
the line put clear through into the main 
part of town. All that is required is 
enough consumers to justify the com­
pany in putting in the extension and 
things look quite favorable now for hav­
ing gas in here in 1917. 
Another matter of interest which was 
considered was the formation of a stu­
dent brass band. The faculty also dis­
cussed this proposition and expressed 
themselves as in favor of encouraging 
the musically inclined students and 
residents of the addition to organize 
so that we can have some band music 
for special occasions. 
The Association will continue to urge 
residents to keep fences and yards in 
neat and clean shape and to use paint, 
vines or something to relieve the un­
sightly appearance of small buildings, 
sheds, etc. We trust every one will 
lend hearty-co-operation in this effort 
to make our homes and surroundings 
look neat and inviting. 
Taylor Loses in State Contest. 
J. C. Breuninger, the representative 
of Taylor in the State Prohibition con­
test. returned without the wreath of vic­
tory. DePauw won first place, while 
Taylor was awarded third in delivery, 
fifth in manuscript, but sixth in rank. 
There were seven schools represented 
in the contest, Indiana State University 
being the last to join. The convention 
was not unusually successful. The 
number of delegates was small. Taylor 
having her usual large proportion of 
the entire number. The delegates from 
Taylor were Prof. Cobb, Miss Guy, Mr. 
Imler, Mr. Norvelle and Mr. Felton. 
PHILOS SCORE 
THREE VICTORIES 
THalos Shot Oot Gompletly in 
Second Game 
The Philos are rejoicing because they 
believe that they have in a way atoned 
for their shortcomings in basketball by 
winning three straight victories over 
their Thalo opponents. Although Tay­
lor does not take part in inter-colle­
giate sports, her students possess a good 
spirit for athletics as is shown by the 
rivalry for athletic supremacy between 
the Philalethean and the Thalonion lit­
erary societies. During the few preced­
ing seasons the two societies have been 
very evenly matched in their baseball 
teams but from all appearance the 
Philos will have a clean sweep this year. 
Already three games have been play­
ed and each time the Philos have come 
out the victors, each game giving them 
a larger margin over their victors than 
they had in the preceding game. 
The first game occurred on the last 
Saturday in the month of April. Both 
teams had spent several evenings on the 
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diamond in practice. Neither team 
knew its strength and so they fought 
hard for the first ten innings. At the 
end of the tenth the score was 2 to2, 
bnt by a hard effort the Philos achiev­
ed the victory by landing one more run 
in the eleventh inning. Certainly the 
teams seemed evenly matched and it ap­
peared like the Philos stood a fair 
chance of being defeated in the baseball 
series too this year. 
On the following Friday, which was 
Arbor Day, after the campus and build­
ings were neatly cleaned, occurred the 
second game of the series. The Thalos, 
nothing daunted by their first defeat, 
seemed full-of vim and enthusiasm. At 
three o'clock the game was called by 
R. E. Johnson. The Thalo battery was 
Leamon and Brittain, and the Philo 
was Hobbs and Stiles. In the first in­
ning the Philos got two runs, although 
they obtained them against stiff oppo­
sition. For the next few innings neith-
ed side won a score but then the Philos 
began climbing gradually. At the end 
of the eleventh inning the score was 8 
to 0, and the Thalos had been closed 
out completely. 
The third game of the series was play­
ed on the morning of May 6th. The 
Thalos had strengthened their line up 
a bit by substituting in a couple of 
their positions. Morris pitched a couple 
of innings of this game but his arm 
then gave way and Leamon took his 
place. In this game the Thalos scored 
four points but the Philos were again 
victorious by a total score of 13 to 4. 
The line-up for the past games has 
been: 
Philaletheans—Griffith. C. F.; Ilobbs, 
Sax. 3rd B.; Hobbs. Don. P.; Browning, 
2nd B.; Carroll, 1st B.; Stiles, C.; Shaw, 
L. F.; Steele, R. F.; Erickson, S.S.; 
Seelig and Mcintosh, Subs. 
Thalonian—Morris, S.S.; Brittain, C.; 
Pierce, C.-C. F.; Hanson, 1st B.; Huff­
man, 2nd B.; Leamon, P.; Druschel, 3rd 
B.; Olson, R. F.; Felton, L. F.; Slagg, 
Nelson, Norvell and Stuart, Subs. 
Umpire—R. E. Johnson. 
* * * 
First Loss in Five Years. 
May 7, Columbia University, New 
York, lost its first dual athletic meet 
in five years, losing to Brown Univer­
sity. 
* * * 
Ball Game Ads in 20 Languages. 
Valparaiso, Ind., May 4.—Probably 
the most novel method of advertising 
a baseball game ever seen was brought 
into play by the students of Valparaiso 
University, today, and it all came about 
in anything but a pre-aranged plan. 
The ball game was announced in 
twenty languages after a student had 
written it on the sidewalk in English. 
A Japanese student who happened by 
copied it into Japanese, and while at 
work was spied by a German student, 
who followed suit. The idea took, and 
seventeen other students who knew for­
eign languages transcribed the original 
announcement on the sidewalk. 
ECHOES 
# # # 
Miss Grayce Vallimont, from near 
Mr. Tressler's home in Bellefonte, Pa., 
attended the Bible Institute. 
# * # 
Mrs. Oner S. Dow, first vice president 
of the Des Moines branch of the W. F. 
M. S., stopped off at Taylor while on 
her way to the general conference at 
Saratoga. She addressed the Volun­
teer band while here. Her address was 
very inspiring to all present. 
* * * 
Frank Wiemer, A. B. '10, made a 
call at Taylor during the institute. 
* * # 
Mrs. Williams brought two prospec­
tive students, Miss Petry and Mr. Mc­
Laughlin, to Taylor for a short visit. 
These two persons were well impressed 
with the school and will probably enroll 
for next year. 
* * * 
True S. Haddock paid Taylor a short 
visit during the institute week. He is 
supplying Sway zee M. E. church at 
present. He enters Garret next fall. 
* * * 
The Williams boys were called home 
on account of the death of a near rela­
tive. 
* * * 
Mr. Bench has begun work on his 
new house on the former Culver-Cristy-
Ilanson lot. 
* * * 
Mrs. Paul Vayhinger and son, John 
Monroe, are visiting at the Vayhinger 
home this week. 
* # * 
Prof. Avres has gone to the general 
conference. He will be away for about 
a month. During his absence Prof. 
Peavy will discharge the varied and 
perplexing duties of the dean's office. 
# * * 
Mr. Appleman enjoyed a visit from 
three of his Marion friends over Sun­
day. They took luncheon at the Aris-
tocrato. 
The Taylor University Echo Co. will 
meet to elect officers for 1916-17 on the 
evening of May 22nd, at 7 :30 P. M. 
Arbor Day. 
Friday, April 28th, was Arbor Day 
at Taylor. The day was warm, sun­
shiny and beautiful—a splendid day for 
Arbor Day. The student body' was 
divided into groups and each group was 
assigned a definite job, with the un­
derstanding that when that job was fin­
ished the folks composing that particu­
lar group were to be at liberty. Of 
course this was an incentive to hard 
work while it lasted. Another incen­
tive was the generous way in which the 
groups were formed. A hint to old 
Taylor students is sufficient. Well, 
everybody worked well, and by three 
o'clock the work was all done and at 
that hour the interest shifted from the 
campus and buildings to the baseball 
diamond where a Thalo-Philo game was 
played. The game was interesting from 
the'beginning, resulting in a victory for 
the Philos. Those witnessing the game 
and seeing one of the Philos trying to 
reach first base agreed that if a man 
couldn't steer himself he should by no 
means develop too much speed, thus 
menacing the safety of the lives of his 
fellow players. 
FIRST PICNIC OF THE SEASON. 
Saturday, May 6, was a delightful 
day (all but the last part of the after­
noon). A cool breeze was gently blow­
ing, being sufficiently warmed by the 
rays of an early summer sun to make 
the day a most agreeable one for an 
outing. Miss Olmsted and Miss Bay-
monde took advantage of this splendid 
apportunity by arranging for an after­
noon picnic. A little crowd, consisting 
of the Misses Olmsted, Raymonde, 
Strong, Hanson, Skow and Petry, and 
the Messrs. Morris, Stuart, Hanson, 
Wilcox, McNultv and Imler, after pre­
paring a delightful picnic supper began 
a little stroll through the green and 
flower bedecked woods. After a walk 
of about two miles the beautiful bank 
of the Mississinewa was reached and 
there the well filled baskets were safe­
ly tucked away where Pogue, Harm 
and some of the other fisher boys would 
not find them. 
After a short rest and a few moments 
of flower picking the crowd unanimous­
ly decided that supper was next in or­
der—not because it was supper time nor 
because anyone was especially keen of 
appetite but because a threatening 
black cloud was rapidly rising in the 
west. A pile of dry sticks was quickly 
gathered and kindled and the pot of 
coffee was prepared. In the meanwhile 
the inventive genius of some of the 
young men, prompted more by the love 
of convenience than by the sense of 
necessity, devised the wise plan of con­
structing a table by turning a newly 
built flat, boat upside down. This table 
of primitive design was beautified by 
a white linen table cloth and set with 
dishes ranging in kind from pasteboard 
plates to silver forks and spoons. The 
cloud was fast approaching. The opti­
mism of some, the pessimism of a few 
and the fear and anxiety of others made 
the supper hour very interesting and 
the delicious supper made it very en­
joyable. Misses Strong's and Show's 
sandwiches were simply great—Miss 
Hanson's deviled eggs were scrump­
tious Miss Olmsted's salad was deli­
cious Miss Raymonde's devil's food 
cake was snperscrumptious and Bobby 
Morris' coffee was—well it couldn't 
have been better. The olives, oranges, 
etc., were good, as usual. The last 
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course was disposed of with neither 
formality nor ceremony—It had already 
begun to sprinkle. The chivalrous 
boys had constructed a rain diverter 
out of a larger flat boat which was 
under process of construction on the 
bank. This structure set slantingly on 
edge affored an ample protection but 
it made some of the white apparel "not-
white." It had recently been daubed 
with coal tar and some folks, fearing 
the rain, got too close to it. Well, the 
rain didn't last long. After a few 
hours had been spent on the bank of 
the river the crowd returned in the 
cool of the evening. Sufficient com­
ment on the affair is to say that the 
crowd unanimously voted to have an­
other picnic as nearly like it as possible. 
—N. E. H. 
ALUMNI. 
Grand Concert and Lecture to be 
given at the town hall, Matthews, Ind., 
under the auspices of the M. E. choir 
and Epworth League. Rev. Dr. Austin 
L. Young, preacher and lecturer, of Chi­
cago, Illinois, is to be the speaker. Title 
of the lecture, "Grit, Grace and Gump­
tion." This lecture abounds in illustra­
tions of humor and pathos, and is full 
of great truths for old and young. A 
very timely lecture. To be given Fri­
day evening, May 26, 1916, 8:00 o'clock 
sharp. Admission, adults 25c, children 
15c. Very respectfully, 
OWEN B. YOUNG. 
# # # 
Miss Orrel Allen, A. B. '13, has en­
tered C. H. U. as a student in the music 
department. 
# # % 
Theresa Stevens is now a regularly 
ordained Friends minister. She recent­
ly held a revival meeting in Alliance, 
Ohio. God lias been blessing her ef­
forts in saving souls and in supplying 
all her needs. 
* * # 
1. Haratani is now in Bakersfield, 
California. 
# # # 
Elizabeth Wiggland is now at home 
in Danville, 111. She is in poor health. 
* * it 
Reba Talbot, A. B. '15, is now at De-
tr~it, Mich., as a worker in the Flor­
ence Crittendon Home. 
* * * 
Rev. Guy W. Holmes, A. B. '13, is 
preaching in Lyford, Texas. 
* * * 
Edward F. Pyne, a former professor 
in Taylor, is now studying Greek in 
Chicago University. He expects to 
teach Latin and history at Epworth 
Seminary, Epworth, Iowa, next year. 
* # # 
Melvin J. Hill, well known to former 
Taylorites, has charge of the singing 
at the general conference at Saratoga, 
TAYLOR UNIVERSITY ECHO 
N. Y. He is a graduates of our Alma 
Mater and was for several seasons a 
member of the Taylor University male 
quartet. He is now pastor at Franklin-
ville, N. Y., and is a member of the gen-
esse conference quartet, which has gain­
ed considerable fame. 
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OLD STUDENT PLEASES. 
(Clipping from Dogden News, Dogden, 
N. Dak.) 
Prof. Culver and wife came down 
from Max Saturday and he preached 
in the Congregational church Sunday 
evening. He took as a topic "The 
Marks of a Christian." His talk was 
full of Christian ethics. His text was 
virtually the 6th chapter of Galations. 
His illustrations were startlingly vivid 
and sometimes humorously so. His de­
scription of how tobacco was made was 
the cause of much merriment. Old to­
bacco chewers were horrified. They 
would stealthily slip their hands up to 
the sides of their mouths and gently 
rub them to make sure there would be 
no tobacco stains to mark its drooling 
course toward the chin. Some fidgeted 
around with a cud of the delicious mor­
sel tucked away in their mouths and 
lost their succulent enjoyment for the 
time being. But the unkindest cut of 
all was where the preacher had the 
temerity to advocate that if a woman 
fell morally that the church should put 
its arms around such a woman and show 
her the error of her way. Then he 
quoted the woman caught in the act of 
adultery who was brought before 
Christ who said: "Let him that is 
without sin cast the first stone at her. 
And they which heard it, being convict­
ed by their own conscience, went out 
one by one, beginning at the eldest, 
even unto the last: And Jesus was left 
alone, and the woman standing in the 
midst. When Jesus lifted up himself 
and saw none but the woman. Where 
are those thine accusers? Hath no man 
condemned thee? She said, No man. 
Lord. And Jesus said unto her, neith­
er do I condemn thee: Go, and sin no 
more." Do you try to help such a one 
or do you try to discourage and crush 
them; pursuing them with venomous 
tongue and unforgiving spirit, mali­
ciously driving such a one further and 
further away from the kingdom of 
God? 
About this stage of the sermon you 
could hear a pin drop. 
Mr. and Mrs. Culver have been on 
the lvceum platform and are talented 
and cultivated people. One of the fea­
tures of the service was when he played 
the piano while they sang "The Rugged 
Cross." It was great and every word 
could be distinguished. Everyone was 
charmed, enchanted, spell-bound. 
We do not see what Max is thinking 
of when they let such talent get away 
from them. Prof. Culver will be prin-
cinal of the Dogden school and preach 
in the Congregational church for the 
ensuing year. 
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trade solicited. 
W. L. CRANSTON, PROP, 
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Mr. and Mrs. Culver expect to go to 
the mission field in China in the near 
future. In view of that fact Mr. Cul­
ver has cancelled his contract to teach 
at Dogden next year and is making 
every effort to reach the Horace Hold­
ing mission as soon as possible. 
* * * 
The Cosmo, the 1916 Senior Annual is 
gradually being completed and those 
who have seen the pictures and their 
arrangement, which Mr. Druschel has 
been working on for the past month, 
say that it is going to be the best little 
annual ever put out. Besides that they 
are going to sell it for only 25 cents. 
Mr. Druschel has worked out a big '16 
which contains the pictures of differ­
ent students arranged from snap-shots. 
# * * 
By the number of students who are 
around taking pictures for the Cosmo, 
it looks as if it were going to be a real 
live hummer. 
* * # 
EXAMINATIONS FOR LOCAL 
PREACHERS. 
Christian Advocate. 
A "perplexed pastor" asks whether 
it is right for the Quarterly Conference 
to go on from year to year renewing 
the license of a local preacher without 
requiring him to pass an examination 
upon the prescribed course of study for 
local preachers. 
It may not be right, in law, but it 
will sometimes be the best policy. No 
one but a trouble-maker would invoke 
the reserve power in the Discipline on 
this point to recall the license of one 
of these good men, who have given full 
proof of their gifts, graces and fruitful-
ness, but who may be deficient in the 
studies. The local preachers' course 
has been a dead letter in many charges. 
It will remain so, except where progres­
sive district superintendents make the 
letter live by requiring that the young­
er local preachers, when they are li­
censed, are made to take seriously their 
obligation to improve their usefulness 
by the means which the course of study 
provides. There are district superin­
tendents who are habitually enforcing 
the law with energy and discretion and 
with admirable results. They encour­
age the young men to do the work. 
They conduct the examinations. And 
they oppose the renewal of the licenses 
in cases where the directions of the 
Discipline are neglected, or the pro­
gress is unsatisfactory. 
TAYLOR UNIVERSITY ECHO 
The local preacher in Wesleyan 
Methodism is a tremendous asset. His 
place in American Methodism has de­
clined of late. In the extension of lay 
activity it ought to have a new birth 
in usefulness. The gospel teams ought 
to bear fruit in a new generation of 
local preachers. Nothing would con­
tribute more to the rehabilitation of this 
form of Christian service than to have 
the district superintendent and the pas­
tor interest themselves in the studies 
of these young men, so that they may 
grow in that knowledge which is always 
power, and without which, in these 
days of popular education, no preacher 
can be permanently useful. 
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MIRAGE. 
"Tomorrow, I'll sail the shimmering 
sea, 
Broad as the flight of mortal mind; 
Tomorrow, I'll leap with the surging 
wave, 
Free as the flight of mortal mind 
That over the ocean's trackless sway 
Whispers, then roars, then dies away. 
"Tomorrow, I'll give a princely gift— 
Have I been hard, or close, or proud ? 
Tomorrow, I '11 wipe that stain away, 
And win a smile from the sullen 
erowd. 
What have I done for my fellowmen? 
At morrow's sunset—ask me then. 
"Tomorrow, I'll sing a song of joy. 
To cheer the weary sons of toil; 
Tomorrow, I'll speak strong words of 
faith, 
The bitterness of life to foil. 
Till suffering souls, amid their pain. 
Hearing, take heart and hope again." 
The morrow's tempest in wildest mood, 
Swept the frail bark to silent death; 
The morrow saw no gift of gold, 
(Life and promise are frail as 
breath). 
And the singer lay in endless sleep— 
All morrows are God's to give or keep! 
—P. I. R.—Christian Work. 
* * * 
A Tennis Prophecy. 
A net, a maid, 
The sun above. 
Two sets we played; 
Result—Two love. 
Again we played; 
This time she won. 
I won the maid; 
Result—Two one. 
Y our Income 
Doesn't Matter 
A man's earning capacity doesn't de­
termine how he shall dress. 
Especially in this age of Clothcraft, 
when a really good suit can be bought 
at from $10 to $25. 
No matter what your taste may be, 
there's a Clothcraft to suit it. 
Variety of style and pattern, fit, com­
fort, wear — these qualities are what 
make Clothcraft popular. 
Better look over our Spring stock 
now. 
Golden Eagle 
Students have Dexheimer make your 
next Photos. 
Houses Raised & Moved 
Cement Blocks for Foundations 
Water and Steam Pipe Fitting and 
Repairing 
You (jet my prices — I yet your work 
JEPPE JENSEN 
Phone 377 Upland, Indiana 
PIANOS 
Tuned and Repaired 
Satisfaction Guaranteed 
ROBT. H. WILLIAMS, up>°"d 
For Portraits of the highest Artistic 
skill go to Dexheimer. 
Physics I. 
(Mirror experiment) 
Prof. Peavy—"Miss Ogletree you 
may try this experiment." 
Lottie—"But, Professor, I've been 
experimenting all my life with mir­
rors and I understand it perfectly." 
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A PLACE AMONG THE HILLS. 
Jessica L. Lohne. 
Houses, houses, houses, houses! 
Gray and brown roofs, chimneys, 
gables; 
Front yards, back yards, gardens, 
fences, 
Arbors, bushes, driveways, stables. 
Every day, from upstairs window, 
These I see with eyes grown weary; 
Ever doth the air seem warmer, 
And the sparrow' chirps more cheery. 
Dear old school, you are so tiresome, 
Tho I love you still, as ever; 
And when spring comes, I '11 desert you 
For a stream that flows forever. 
For a place where all is peaceful 
'Mong the hills where I was born; 
Where the sunset gilds the river, 
And the sunrise flames at morn. 
I will be a child of Nature— 
Flee the city's noisy surging; 
I am tired of life's pretensions, 
Weary of life's ceaseless urging. 
There I'll cross the fields at morning 
Thru the clover bent with dew; 
Until noon I'll gather cowslips, 
And moist moss and violets blue. 
I will seek the cows at evening, 
"^hen the sun sets o'er the hills; 
When the wood is sad and quiet. 
o> 
And some night-thing sweetly trills. 
There'll be days beside the river, 
Where the white shells glint thru 
sand; 
Where the waves are fresh and cooling. 
And the breeze blows o'er the land. 
Then, in summer, when it's hottest, 
There'll be berries ripening fast; 
Cherries where I climbed and picked 
them 
In the days that I thot past. 
T will rest among the valleys, 
And the marshy banks of streams, 
And the hills of sunset glory; 
Rest in realms of golden dreams. 
Query—Is it wrong to cut classes if 
you go fishing? 
Jay A. Harm. 
LEARNING TO DO HOUSE WORK. 
A. H. Rumbly. 
Early one morning I was aroused 
by a sudden rap upon my room door. 
I nibbed my eyes and inquired what 
was wanted. My brother informed me 
that mother had been called away and 
would not be back for some time. I 
knew that meant that I should get 
breakfast, so I dressed at once and 
)<••»( )«•»( ) ( XfESBKM >4H»<>• 
went to the kitchen. Here I found the 
fire burning, the old tea kettle sing­
ing its familiar tune and everything 
ready for my activities. 
This being my first attempt at cook­
ing, I hardly knew what to do or where 
to begin. But I had observed that 
mother generally put the coffee pot on 
first so I did likewise. I then began 
to prepare potatoes and other things 
for oreakfast. As I was very fond of 
rice I determined to have some of that 
too. I wanted to be certain that I had 
plenty of it, and at first I put about a 
pint into a small kettle; but this did 
not look as though it would make very-
much, so I added another pint. I was 
getting along nicely until I opened the 
bread can and found that the bread 
was all gone. What would we do? I 
had not the least idea how to make 
bread, but one thing was certain, there 
had to be some made. I took the old 
cook book and found a recipe or mak­
ing biscuits. I found it very difficult 
to follow this recipe, and by the time 
I had finished mixing the dough, I had 
almost as much on my hands as in the 
pan. At last I succeeded in getting it 
ready to put in the oven, but I had 
been so busy that I totally forgot the 
other things on the stove. When I 
went to look at them, I found every­
thing in good condition but the rice. 
It had swelled so tremendously that it 
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was pushing the lid off the kettle. I 
had to get a much larger kettle and 
dip part of the rice out into it. By the 
time I was through cooking my rice 
I had something like a gallon and a 
half, which was certainly enough for 
one meal! By this time my conceit 
had taken such a drop that when I 
opened the oven door and saw that my 
bread looked good, I was greatly sur­
prised. 
After breakfast I cleaned the table 
and began to wash the dishes. About 
the first thing I did was to put the 
glasses into some very hot water. It 
is needless to say that there were a few 
less for me to dry. When I finished 
washing dishes, I had so much water 
on the floor that I had to mop it in or­
der to have everything looking well 
when mother came home. I began to 
sweep the dining room. I had hardly 
began when, slam! went the glass door. 
Glass flew in all directions over the 
floor. I was so angry at myself that 
I hardly knew what to do, but I made 
up my mind firmly to one thing: That 
the next time there was any house work 
to be done, it would be cheaper to hire 
some one to do it than for me to try 
to learn. 
Before I could get the furniture dust­
ed and the rugs in their proper places, 
I heard the sound of a buggy. I rushed 
to the door to see what it was and to 
my surprise it was mother coming 
home. It was just five o'clock when she 
entered the door; I had been all day 
doing the morning work. 
"THE BIRTH OF A NATION." 
0. B. Brubaker. 
Perhaps no motion picture produc­
tion has ever produced as great an ef­
fect upon the American people as the 
photoplay "The Birth of a Nation." 
It has been given in most of the large 
cities, both north and south, and has 
everywhere attracted the attention of 
all classes of society. Some have ap­
proved the play; many have been most 
antagonistic to it. A drama which has 
aroused so much interest deserves some 
consideration and people should be 
made aware of its merits or its defects. 
"The Birth of a Nation" was ar­
ranged by D. W. Griffith from "The 
Clansman," a novel written by Thomas 
Dixon. It is advertsed as an historical 
drama, but in reality it is one of the 
greatest libels upon history ever writ­
ten. 
The main characters are Colonel Ben 
Cameron, an old slave holder of Peid-
mont, South Carolina; his three sons 
and two daughters; Hon. Austin Stone-
man (Thaddeus Stephens) leader of 
the House, his daughter and two sons 
and his colored housekeeper; and Silas 
Lynch, a colored friend of Stoneman; 
Gus, a renegade negro; John Wilkes 
Booth, and Abraham Lincoln. 
The drama begins with the formation 
of the American Union with its system 
of slavery, the development of the 
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Union with the problem of State's 
Rights unsolved. The early history of 
the country is rapidly traced, bringing 
the story quickly up to the civil war. 
Here the play proper begins; it runs 
through the four years of the war and 
the eight years of the reconstruction 
period. It is during this period of 
twelve years that the problem of state's 
rights is solved and the "nation" is 
"born." 
Col. Cameron's sons and the sons of 
Austin Stoneman attend the same 
boarding school and become fast 
friends. Phil and Tod Stoneman leave 
their home in Pennsylvania to visit the 
Cameron boys in Piedmont. Phil 
Stoneman falls in love with Margaret 
Cameron and the marriage is to take 
place as soon as Phil is ready to marry. 
Duke Cameron sees the picture of 
Ethel Stoneman and although he has 
never seen her he falls deeply in love 
with her and carries her picture about 
with him for years. 
Upon the declaration of the war, the 
Cameron boys join the army of the 
Confederacy, while the Stoneman boys 
fight in the Union ranks. At the bat­
tle of Bull Run, Wade Cameron stops 
on the field of battle to succor a dying 
Union man. Just as he discovers the 
wounded man to be his old friend. Tod 
Stoneman, a bullet strikes him and 
they die together, friends in their death. 
In a later battle, Duke Cameron is 
wounded and taken to a Union hospital 
at Washington where he is nursed by 
Elsie Stoneman. His love is strength­
ened and he leaves the hospital with a 
promise of marriage. 
Austin Stoneman, the leader of the 
House, has a colored woman as his 
housekeeper. This woman is very art-
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ful. By working upon his sympathies 
and playing with his affections, she is 
able to use him as a tool with which she 
fights for the supremacy of the black 
man in the-states of the south—in which 
the number of black men is larger 
than the number of whites. At the 
close of the Civil War, Stoneman goes 
to President Lincoln and remonstrates 
with him upon his policy of leniency 
for the conquered south. He advocates 
that the south be treated as an insur­
gent conquered people and that their 
leaders be hung. When Lincoln was 
shot the south lost its only friend in 
the north. Thus Stoneman was left 
free to work out his radical plans of 
reconstruction. He did all in his power 
from the seat of government, but being 
anxious to see things go more to his 
liking he finally made a personal trip 
to the south for the purpose of taking 
charge of the politics of the state of 
South Carolina. With the aid of the 
carpet baggers, he succeeds in gaining 
complete control of the political situa­
tion. The franchise is given to all the 
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"freedmen." The negroes are not 
content with their majority, they even 
forbid the white men to have a vote. 
The legislature is composed almost en 
tirely of blacks. The first law passed 
by the colored legislature orders that 
all white men should take off their hats 
to the colored men when they meet 
them on the street. This is followed 
by a law making inter-marriage be­
tween the two races possible. Silas 
Lynch is elected Lieutenant Governor. 
The law courts are in the hands of the 
ignorant negroes. There is no peace, 
justice or safety for the white men. 
The conditions are deplorable. In 
order to protect themselves the white 
men organize the famous "Ku Klux 
Klan." By this means they are able 
by working upon their ignorance and 
superstitution, to bring the negroes 
into subjection. The Ku Klux Klan 
was an organization whose members 
held meetings after dark and made 
nightly trips dressed in white flowing 
robes to frighten the superstitious ne­
groes and teach they to stay in their 
place and keep their fingers out of pol­
itics and white men's affairs generally. 
When Elsie Stoneman, who was in 
the south with her father, learned that 
Duke Cameron was a member of a law­
less band who were trying to thwart 
her father's plans, she would have 
nothing more to do with her southern 
lover. But even though Elsie scorned 
him, Duke still remained true. One 
day Elsie had some business with 
Lynch, the negro Lieutenant Governor. 
She went to his house and found him 
partly crazed with rum. Tie locks her 
in his private office and tells here that 
he wants a wife; he wants a white 
woman for his wife and she is the 
woman he wants. She makes an out­
cry while the Governor is making ar-
rancements for the forced wedding. 
The Ku Klux Klan hear about it and 
they come to her rescue under the lead­
ership of Duke Cameron. When the 
rescue is accomplished, Elsie finds out 
who her savior is and of course their 
broken engagement is renewed and 
ends in marriage. 
The main lesson of value taught by 
the drama is the lesson of peace which 
the story inculcates by showing the 
horrors of war. Several war scenes are 
portrayed in a most realistic manner. 
Just in the midst of a thrilling battle 
the scene is changed and we look in 
npon the sorrows of the home caused 
by the war. Another good feature is 
the appeal to patriotism. This in itself 
would be valuable if it were not for the 
evil purpose which is hidden under 
this cloak. "Oh Patriotism, what 
crimes are committed in thy name!" 
The lessons of peace and of patriotism 
are powerfid hut they are merely the 
ornament by which the world is deceiv­
ed ; the gracious voice which obscures 
the show of evil; the text which blesses 
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and approves the damning error of 
race prejudice. 
The "Birth of a Nation" was sent 
out to the world as an historical drama. 
If it is an historical drama, it surely 
ought in some small way to correspond 
to the authentic accounts of the his­
torians. In the story of Austin Stone-
man, the fact of his having a colored 
housekeeper, his having a club foot 
and the official position of Thaddeus 
Stephens are used. If the account 
given were not a libel upon Mr. Steph­
ens why does the author not use the 
name Thaddeus Stephens also. The 
reader may get a slight insight into 
the "strict authenticity" of the play 
when we say that Thaddeus Stephens 
(Austin Stoneman) was never south of 
the Mason and Dixon line. Since he 
was never in the south the horrifying 
tale of the work he did there must be 
utterly without foundation; and al­
though he had a colored woman as his 
housekeeper, those who knew Mr. 
Stephens will vouch for the fact that 
he was a Christian gentleman. The 
idea of attributing the diplomatic abil­
ity of a Madam Kriedener or of an in­
triguing Fund queen to a coarse unlet­
tered colored woman is preposterous, 
the idea that an illiterate colored wom­
an of a low class could have enough 
influence over a shrewd man of affairs 
to change and direct his entire politi­
cal career is equally preposterous. 
The play works upon the emotions 
of the spectators and fills them with 
hatred for the negro. Is this increas­
ing man's love for his fellowman? 
What is the value to society of keeping 
the fires of race prejudice ever burning 
in the hearts of the masses? Is this a 
safe way of treating the people of the 
new nation which was born after long 
years of heart-rending struggle? The 
masses of the south are too ready now 
to lynch negroes on minor charges. 
Why then should the seeds of mob-rule 
be sown broadcast by the lauding of 
the Ku Klux Klan? 
The great and only argument in 
defense of this drama is that it repre­
sents the side of the south, and "Uncle 
Tom's Cabin" is played in the north. 
Does not the south have the same right 
as the north? Yes, the south has a 
right to present its cause if it sticks 
to the facts of history. The" south un­
doubtedly has a side, but why, Mr. 
Dixon, is it necessary for you to libel 
the policy of the government which 
during the reconstruction period treat­
ed you as no other nation has treated 
a rebellious people? That period has 
passed and it is now time for man, 
north and south, to forget that there is 
a Mason and Dixon line. The full value 
of American citizenship must be real­
ized if we are to be a people able to 
take its nlace among the nations of the 
world. Let us have done with section­
alism and be a nation "E. Pluribus 
ITnum." 
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EDITORIAL. 
The third annual Bible Conference 
at Taylor University closed Sunday 
evening. May 7th. In several respects 
this session of the conference surpass­
ed previous sessions. With the excep­
tion of two or three services the meet­
ings were specially designed to edify 
the saints and were in the nature of 
exposition of the Word. 
Dr. J. Gregory Mantle, who was in 
charge of the conference, is eminently 
fitted to "feed the sheep" and he was 
enabled, under God, to lead us into 
rich pastures, and beside- the still wa­
ters where we shall continue to feast 
our souls for many days to come. 
Dr. Mantle is a prince among expo­
sitory preachers and has a most won­
derful gift of illustration which enables 
him to present the truth of God's Word 
with a sparkling clearness that de­
lights and edifies all who are zealous 
for "the faith once delivered unto the 
saints." 
Another feature of his ministry 
among us which was very refreshing 
and strengthening, was his presenta­
tion of the objective side of man's sal­
vation and sanctification. He did not 
overlook nor minify the subjective side 
hut he did put the proper emphasis 
upon the righteousness which is through 
faith in Christ, a righteousness which 
we cannot attain, hut which we obtain 
through faith in our Lord who attained 
it for us. 
Space will not permit a lengthy dis­
cussion of each of the twenty-three mes­
sages which Dr. Mantle delivered dur­
ing his stay with us. We may just no­
tice the mountain peaks. The first 
service of the conference was on Fri­
day night. April 28th. He took for his 
text Eph. 1 : 15-20. "The whole Ephe-
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sian letter," said he, "is an inventory 
of our spiritual blessings. All are trac­
ed to their source in Christ. We need 
to have the eyes of our heart open that 
we may see what is the hope of His 
calling. We were chosen in Him be­
fore the foundation of the world that 
we should be holy. God knows all 
about our unfavorable environment but 
in spite of this he chose us unto a holy 
life and He will require it of us. All 
of God's callings are enablings. The 
calling is high, but our living is low. 
How can we measure up to it? No­
tice the repetition of the measuring 
word, 'according.' 'According to the 
working of the strength of His might.' 
What we want to know today is the 
working power of the strength of His 
might. Let's get coupled on to God. 
'To us-ward who believe,' is the coup­
ling. It was when coupled on to Jesus 
that Paul could say, 'I can do all 
tilings through Christ who strengthen­
ed me.' " 
The sermon on Saturday night was 
an exposition of I Kings 22: 3. "This 
is one of the most inspiring challenges 
in the Bible from a spiritual standpoint. 
Ramoth of Gilead was a city of refuge 
and a high place. Is there any Ramoth 
Gilead in my life, any high place of use­
fulness, intercession, or sacrifice that 
I have lost? Put this challenge to our 
souls. How about your knowledge of 
God's Word? Have you been making 
any conquests or have you settled down 
on the border? Let us say with Frances 
Ridley Havergal 'May all the possibil­
ities of my sould be actualities.' Why 
had they not taken Ramoth Gilead? 
Because of (1) lack of knowledge; (2) 
lack of desire; (3) lack of courage. 
I want you to look at those Ramoth 
Gileads and say, They are mine and 
by the grace of God I will have them 
tonight. 
The high tide of the conference was 
reached Wednesday night. The ser­
mon on this occasion was based upon 
Rom. 6: 11. "The prominent word in 
Rom. 5 is 'for,' which sets forth the 
glorious doctrine of substitution. Here 
St. Paul is at his best. The important 
word in Rom. 6 is 'with,' which shows 
us the glorious doctrine of Indentifica-
tion.' 
"The words 'know,' 'reckon,' 'yield' 
are pivotal in this chapter. 'Knowing 
this, that our old self was crucified with 
Him.' This is one thing the devil 
doesn't want you to know. 
" 'Reckon' is used 28 times by Paul 
in this letter. Not realization, nor feel­
ing, but reckoning. God's order is (1) 
faet^ (2) faith; (3) feeling. Put the 
sin-killing cross between yourself and 
your sin. Tt is possible 'to make the 
harbor by 'dead reckoning.' 
"Having thus reckoned, yield ! yield ! 
yield! to Him. God is so perfectly sat­
isfied with the sacrifice of His dear Son 
that He reckons us free from sin, orig­
inal sin, so likewise we should reckon 
it so." 
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At the morning chapel hour Dr. Man­
tle gave us each day, except Friday, a 
Bible reading on the subject of pray­
er. The Friday morning service was 
of an evangelistic nature. The text 
chosen was Gal. 6: 7, 8. 
Each afternoon during the week Dr. 
Mantle conducted the School of the 
Prophets in which we learned many 
things of practical value to us for our 
future work in the Master's vineyard. 
The work of Dr. Mantle, Rev. Hold­
ing, Rev. A. C. Zepp, Wr. Wray, Prof. 
Shaw and Dr. Ridout made, this confer­
ence a rich and nourishing feast to 
those who had ears to hear. 
Revenge is Sweet. 
Once in a while the choirs are ena­
bled to score off the minister. The min­
ister announced, just after the choir 
had sung its anthem, as his text, "Now 
when the uproar had ceased." 
But the singers bided their time pa­
tiently, and when the sermon was over 
rose and rendered in most melodious 
fashion another anthem, beginning, 
"Now7 it is high time to awake out of 
sleep." 
The holy passion of friendship is of 
so sweet and steady and loyal and en­
during a nature that it will last through 
a whole lifetime, if not asked to lend 
money.—Mark Twain. 
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CONSTITUTION OF TAYLOfe UNI­
VERSITY ECHO CO. 
We, a company of Taylor University 
students, in order that we might pro­
mote the interests of the institution 
which we love, have been organized to 
edit and publish a semi-monthly paper 
according as the company thinks will 
best serve its purpose. 
Article I—Name. 
See. 1. The name of this company 
shall be known as the Taylor Univer­
sity Echo Company. 
Sec. 2. The name of the paper which 
this company shall publish shall be 
"Taylor University Echo." 
Article II—Membership. 
Sec. 1. Members of this company 
must be responsible persons and prefer­
ably students of Taylor University at 
the time of their holding membership 
in this company. 
Sec. 2. The number of members in 
this company shall be unlimited. 
Article III—Officers. 
Sec. 1. The officers of this company 
shall be: Editor-in-Chief, Associate 
Eciitor, Local and Alumni Editor, Hu­
morous and Exchange Editor, Organi­
zation Editor, Athletic Editor, Upland 
Editor, Business Manager, Subscription 
Manager, two Assistants, Advertising 
Manager and one Assistant. 
See. 2. The officers shall be mem­
bers of tne company and shad' be chosen 
annually during the ninth week of the 
spring term of school m any legal way 
which shall seem best to the company. 
See. 3. The chosen officers shall con­
stitute the editing staff and shall be 
solely responsible for the publishing of 
tue paper. 
Article IV—Duties of Officers. 
Sec. 1. It shall be the duty of the 
Euitor-m-Ciiief to preside at all the 
regular or called meetings of the staff 
ana company, lie shall provide the 
editorial matter for the paper and 
shall censor all the reading matter 
which is to appear in the paper. He 
shall instruct tne other editors as to 
how much material he wishes from each 
of them for each issue, and shall col­
lect same and deliver copy to the print­
er one week before the day for publica-
. tion. He shall be the final authority on 
all matters pertaining to his depart­
ment. 
2. The Literary Editor shall have 
charge of all purely literary contribu­
tions to the paper. These may be orig­
inal with himself or may be original 
articles, poems or stories from others. 
See. 3. The Local Editor shall gath­
er and write up or have written all lo­
cal news that would be of interest to 
tiie subscribers. In addition to this it 
shall be his duty to secure as much in­
formation as possible concerning alum­
ni and former students and arrange it 
for the alumni column. 
See. 4. The Humorous and Ex-
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change Editor shall provide such hu­
morous matter as the Editor-in-Chief 
shall direct and shall read and comment 
on our exchanges. 
Sec. 5. The Organization and Social 
Editor shall report the doings of the 
religious and social organizations of the 
school. 
Sec. 6. The Athletic Editor shall 
report the doings of the athletic organ­
izations of the school. 
Sec. 7. The Upland Editor shall re­
port items of interest concerning the 
city of Upland and vicinity. 
Sec. 8. The Business Manager shall 
have general supervision of advertis­
ing, subscriptions, bookkeeping, print­
ing and mailing. He shall be the sec­
retary and treasurer of the company 
and shall sign all contracts, reports, 
etc., on behalf of the company. The 
Advertising Manager and the Subscrip­
tion Manager shall receive their instruc­
tions from and make their reports to 
him, and he shall be responsible to the 
company for the proper administration 
of the business of the company. 
Sec. 9. The Advertising Manager 
shall solicit advertisements and collect 
for the same legal charges which shall 
be placed in the treasury of the com­
pany. He shall keep a book in which 
he shall record all transactions and 
keep a regular account with each reg­
ular advertiser. 
See. 10. The Subscription Manager 
shall have charge of the subscription 
list and it shall be his duty to see that 
every subscriber's name is properly en­
tered upon the mailing list. He shall 
provide the Business Manager with a 
correct mailing list from time to time 
to use in mailing the papers. It shall 
also be the duty of this officer to se­
cure as many subscriptions as possible 
and to collect all unpaid subscriptions. 
Suitable blanks shall be furnished him 
by the company for these purposes. 
Article V—Finances. 
The financial gains or losses shall be 
apportioned or made up respectively as 
may be provided by the two-thirds vote 
of the members present in business ses­
sion. 
Article VI—Meetings. 
See. 1. The company shall meet in 
regular business session once each term, 
preferably during the second week of 
the term. At these sessions the Editor-
in-Chief and Business Manager shall 
each make a report to the company cov­
ering the work done in their respective 
departments. The Business Manager's 
financial report shall be in writing. 
See. 2. The Editing Staff shall meet 
at least once in two weeks or as often 
as they may be convened by the Editor-
in-Chief. 
Sec. 3. The Editor-in-Chief may call 
a special meeting of the company if he 
thinks advisable at any time, and he 
shall do so upon the petition of five or 
more members of the company. 
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Sec. 4. One-third of total member­
ship shall constitute a quorum. 
Article VII—Agreement. 
All members shall sign this constitu­
tion or agreement as a pledge that they 
will abide by its provisions unless legal­
ly amended, or changed. 
Article VIII—Amendments. 
This constitution shall be subject 
to amendment only by the vote of two-
thirds of the members of the company. 
Signatures: 
Miss Beautrix Graves. 
Miss Margaret Graves. 
Miss Ethel Mabuce. 
Air. Lawrence Porter. 
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Miss Edna Bennett. 
Miss Belle Guy. 
Miss Emily Strong. 
Miss Myrtle Leamon. 
Miss Marie Gibbs. 
Mr. Kenneth Ayres. 
Mr. 0. B. Brubaker. 
W. F. Patterson. 
Robert L. Tressler. 
B. D. Nysewander. 
H. A. Kirk. 
Roy Ii. Ellinghouse. 
Wm. A. Stafford. 
Oral C. Brown. 
Oren Felton. 
Wm. K. Williams. 
R. L. Pickett. 
•I. D. Druschel. 
B. R. Opper. 
W. E. Yeater. 
V. L. Peavv. 
R. II. Williams. 
Jos. Imlei*. 
IT. G. Robson. 
Vere Abbey. 
II. C. Schlarb. 
B. R. Pogue. 
L. R. Norvelle. 
Wm. Stuart. 
Purcil Parker. j-
' 0. C. Fruth. 
N. E. Hanson. 
C. J. Bushey. 
ESSAY ON LOVE. 
Love is a calamity, against which 
there is no insurance; a poison against 
which there is no antidote a billion 
volts of electricity against which there 
is no insulation; a deadly disease for 
which there is no cure. Love, the sum 
total of all misfortunes, must be en­
dured in silence; no friend so dear to 
be trusted with such a secret, no rem­
edy so powerful to remove it. Tt is 
sometimes contagious, frequently fatal 
and always critical. Like the measles, 
the later in life it comes, the worse it 
is. As yet no germ of innoculation has 
been found with which to combat it. 
As yet we have no anti-toxin to react 
on the disease where the case has as­
sumed an alarming growth so as to call 
the attention of deans, preceptresses 
and other deeply interested faculty ar­
bitrators. And no specific medication 
has been found for it. But then the vic­
tim doesn't want to be cured anyhow, 
so it isn't worth while. As in the 
sleeping sickness or the seven year itch, 
he simply wants to be left alent. 
At present, no adequate and satisfac­
tory definition has been found for Love 
or Electricity. Poets, scientists, phil­
osophers, teachers and fond parents 
have tried to define Love but all have 
been forced to give it up unsolved ex­
cept Josh Billings or Peter Oartwright 
who sa id  tha t  i t  was  a.  t ickl ing s e n s a ­
tion of the heart that can't be scratch­
ed," and it was either Julius Caesar 
or Happy Hooligan who said that it 
was "one fool thing after another;" 
but people always thought that they 
were joking and didn't take them seri­
ously. Soon, however, we will erect a 
monument to these clever dictionarians 
in honor of their sentimental utter­
ances. So unsuccessful have been all 
attempts at definition that most people 
can't tell the difference between real 
Love and mere a college "case." 
Like hives, love is an affliction which 
most commonly breaks out during the 
spring of the year, and like whooping 
cough one seldom has it twice, although 
cases have been reported where the 
epidemic has broken out again with 
renewed vigor. It hits the victim wth 
a sickening thud somewhere between 
the head and the heart, blinding the 
eyes, softening the brain, warping the 
judgment, dulling the religion, spoil­
ing the appetite and flattening the 
pocketbook.' It is a disease of the 
heart which affects the head. 
The symptoms of Love, like those of 
intoxication, are too common to enum­
erate. As a matter o fact the two af­
flictions are strikingly similar and Love 
is but an advanced state of the latter, 
quite akin to delirium tremens. Dis­
torted vision, meaningless prattle, sul­
ky eyebrows, heavenly contentment 
and that terrible "morning after the 
night before," are characteristic of 
both. However, he who is intoxicated 
with wine will be sober again in the 
course of a night, but he who is intox­
icated by dazzling eyes and the lure 
of their glimmer will not recover his 
senses until the dark mantle falls over 
those magnetic optics. 
Love, like laudanum, is helpful in 
small quantities but fatal in large 
doses. Like fire it is indispensable as 
a necessity and dangerous as a confla­
gration. Some people can their love 
and then never open their cans, while 
others like soft and silly flappers open 
their cans when the peach blossoms ap­
pear and then get canned before the 
peaches and cream are served. All 
Love should be mathematically and re­
ciprocally equal, like the two sides of 
an algebraic equation or the angles of 
an equalatoral trianagle. But unfor­
tunately, as with a student's account 
book, it is hard to make them balance. 
College Love, like another form of in­
toxicant, usually comes in "cases," and 
as a rule, one "trial bottle" only leads 
the drinker to continue the art of pidl-
ing caps. He soon is so saturated with 
the appetizing liquid that no amount 
of medicinal persuasion will convince 
him of his need of immunity. "Love 
and labor rule the world," the sages 
say; but when man is in Love, labor has 
to wait. 
Love is one great panacea for all ills. 
It is a system for turning water into 
wine, kerosene into honey, boulders 
What is the difference between a prize fight 
and our meat shtp? 
At the prize fight you see rounds of pound, but 
here you see pounds of round I 
Porterhouse And Sirloin 
Shot Steak, Flank, 
Round Steak, Pork Steak. 
That's About 
The Way They Rank! 
The Mere Mention 
Of The Above Choice Cuts 
Should Bring 
YOU HERE P0ST-HAS1E! 
How Good They'll Taste! 
M Ballinger 
^ 4 
Buy at Home—See Echo Ads. 
BEN BRADFORD 
Quality Shoe Shop 
UPLAND,  INDIANA 
TJp-To-Date Jewelry 
DIAMONDS 
WATCHES 
DR. C. C. FARIS 
JEWELER & OPTICIAN 
Eyes correctly examined arid fitted with 
frames 
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE MARION, IND. 
Clip This Coupon 
This coupon will entitle any student 
of Taylor University to a discount of 
10% on any purchase made at our store 
WEILERS 
Hartford City, Indiana 
Everything for men and zvomen to wear 
Everything to furnish the home 
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into bon-bons, work into play, rag­
weeds into American Beauty roses, 
sharp glances into pet smiles and lady 
bachelors into powdered sugar. It has 
the power to make a common dandelion 
seem like the golden flower of Paradise, 
a worthless pebble assume the guise of 
a solitaire and the colorless moon ap­
pear like a large bomb of whipped 
cream. It is one great renaissance of 
human transformation and beatific ex­
istence. It has been known to cause 
blue eyed Freshmen to search all day 
for a handful of forget-me-nots. It has 
transformed slouehy looking Sopho­
more into gallant young knights with 
polished shoes, weekly haircuts, mani­
cured finger nails and curled mus­
taches. Juniors have been known to 
wear their Sundav-go-to-meting clothes 
for weeks at a time and to write dainty 
little notes, precise and sentimental. 
Love has prompted studious Seniors to 
throw their Greek into the middle of 
next summer and study human nature 
by the dim light of a parlor lamp. 
Love has been known to transform 
hard-shelled old bachelors into soft and 
effervescent poets bursting forth into 
enamored sonnets. It has caused close-
fisted old misers to buy tulips and nar-
cisses by the armful. It has converted 
feminine icebergs into wogan loads of 
sentiment and induced bald-headed 
professors to kick the dictionary down 
stars and join some feminine star in 
the search for a four-leaf clover. Un­
der its hypnotic spell, students have 
skipped classes in order to turn the 
music of a favorite lassie. Others who 
couldn't carry a tune around in a Ger­
man Zeppelin have signed up for vocal 
so that the idol of their dreams might 
tickle the ivorys to harmonize with 
their exuberant cackle. Even stalwart 
and husky heroes of the gym have shed 
tears of scalding temperature because 
the evening's mail failed to bring a 
lavender colored hyacinth letter. When 
under its psychic influence dapper 
young Sophomores flunk out in fifteen 
hours' work, half-baked Juniors grow 
dreamy-eyed and hungrv-hearted, 
while Seniors are either under a hope­
less contract or frightened to death 
lest they lose out entirely. The poor 
frazzled Freshman deprives himself of 
candy and ice cream and shovels coal 
on Saturday in order that he may buy 
flowers and candy for the damsel of 
his dreams. 
Love can put more determination 
into a sluggish system than a whole 
dray load of New Year's Resolutions, 
infuse more ambition into six feet of 
jelly than a seat of porcupine quills and 
put more fight into a fellow with a yard 
back bone than a mustard plaster 
large enough to cover thebald head of 
IT. Maria Wright. It made Sampson 
fight the Philistine army single handed 
with the lower maxillary of an ass and 
sent General Grant through a swollen 
river attired in his best broadcloth. It 
made Pocahontas olfer herself as a 
martyr and sent Rosalind roaming 
about the forest of Arden in a mas­
querade costume. It caused Sir Walter 
Raleigh to cool his shoulders by cast­
ing his raiment in the muddy pool and 
sent the dagger to Romeo's heart. It 
prompted Leander to plunge beneath 
the dark waters of the Bosphorus and 
suffered Desdemona to quietly abide 
the dagger of an angered husband. It 
led the followers of the Corsican gen­
eral to barricade the door against the 
stinging winter blast with their own 
bodies and has caused many a chival­
rous hero to run the gauntlet through 
smoke and flame to save the life of a 
pet poodle. Love knows no barriers 
and respects no foes. Dan Cupid 
laughs at the Alps, the Chinese wall, 
the Sahara desert and the 42 centimeter 
howitzer of the Germans. It has been 
known to move immovable bodies and 
to conquer irresitible forces. 
It is as impossible to conceal Love as 
it is to cover up a wart on the nose. 
It requires no constabulary to detect a 
love-sick lad. When a young man be­
gins to haunt the southwest corner of 
the library, to whistle lullabys on his 
way to breakfast, to gaze for more than 
the usual time at all bald-headed babies, 
to change his tie more than once a day 
or his collar more than twice a week, 
we know there's a dart lodged some­
where in the upper zone of his ventricle. 
Money makes the world go 'round but 
Love makes it go 'round and 'round. 
The diurnal sphere could no more con­
tinue to revolve without love than some 
professors could lecture without notes. 
Remove Love from the world and flor­
ists would become beggars, jewelers 
would have to work for a living, con­
fectioners would die of starvation and 
ministers would turn hypocrites; novels 
would real like college algebra, society 
would seem like a children's day pro­
gram, the drama would be as dry as 
Monday's chapel talk and Sunday night 
church would be about as popular as 
a mud road in March. 
Love drives its victims as blind as 
an astigmatic bat. Being in Love is 
one grand hallucination. It is a baffling 
mirage, a deceptive illusion, a playful 
chimera and a happy dream about as 
lasting as a rouge. The lover deceives 
himself into thinking himself happy 
when he is about as contented as a 
Freshman in a Greek test. He spends 
a season in madly pursuing a perfect 
dream of a doll only to wonder after 
he has gotten her whoever could have 
been so cruel as to have shoved this 
bothersome pest upon him. A few cases 
have been known where men fell in love 
with their work but such cases are like 
happy marriages—very rare. (The love 
that looks for work is usually blind). 
Some men achieve Love, others survive 
it. but most men merely go mad. 
Gradu­
ate Di­
vinity 
Schoo1 
Meth­
o d i s t  
E p i s ­
c o p a l  
church. 
Estab­
lished 
1  8  5  5 .  
FOUR Quarter School Year. Nine quarters 
required for gradu­
ation. Divinity de­
gree conferred only on 
college graduates. A 
school of religious lead­
ership, ideally located 
on campus of North­
western University, with 
free election of Univer­
sity courses. Special at­
tention to issues of con-
temporary life and 
thought. Proper empha­
sis on social service, mis­
sions, religious educa-
tion, the new philanthropy, 
the rural church, the indus­
trial community. Tuition 
free. Room rent free. Op­
portunities for self-help. For 
bulletin with views, write 
Chas. M. Stuart, Pres. 
Memorial Hall, Evanston, Ilia. 
Individual attention given to all Stu­
dents. Dexheimer. 
O. E. HOLMES 
GROCERIES & NOTIONS 
Univ. Addition Phone 334 
SHOES 
OF KNOWN QUALITY 
FOR LADIES— 
Queen Quality Shoes 
$3.00, $3.50 and $4.00 
FOR MEN— 
W. L. Douglas Shoes 
$3.00, $3.50 and $4.00 
ONLY AT 
A. Dickerson 
Don't fail to see 
VICKERY 
THE UNIVERSITY BARBER 
FIRST CLASS WORK. 
PRICES RIGHT RAZORS HONED 
"How is the sentiment for world 
peace in your community?" 
"It was pretty strong until lasl 
week," replied the old resident. 
"What happened then?" 
"ur congressman announced that 
there was a good chance of getting a 
munitions plant located in this dis­
trict,." 
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SIMPLICISSIMUS 
What's in a Badge? 
Mrs. Bradley was an ardent worker 
in the temperance society which was to 
meet that afternoon. She dressed hur­
riedly and came downstairs panting. 
"Lizzie," she called to the maid, "run 
upstairs and get my new temperance 
badge. I have forgotten it. It has a 
wide ribbon with gold lettering." 
"Sure, ma'am, I know it well," said 
Lizzie. Lizzie could not read, but she 
knew a ribbon with gold letters when 
she saw it, and had no trouble in lo­
cating it and fastening it on the dress 
of her mistress. Mrs. Bradley was too 
busy greeting her friends to note that 
they smiled broadly when they looked 
at her. When the family was assem­
bled at dinner, Mrs. Bradley entered 
and was received with this exclama­
tion! "Goodness, mother, that ribbon ! 
Have you been wearing that at the tem­
perance meeting ?'' Mrs. Bradley look­
ed at her badge then for the first time. 
The gold lettering on the ribbon read: 
"Redfield Poultry Show. 
First Prize . . Bantam." 
"Let me endeavor so to live that 
even the undertaker will be sorry when 
I die."—Mark Twain. 
.• * # * 
'' The Lord hates a quitter, 
But He doesn't hate him, son, 
When the quitter's quitting something 
That he should't have begun." 
Lady (at church service)—"Some 
one is occupewing my pie." 
Usher—"Let me sew you another 
sheet." 
To pun is painul, it is true, 
But not to pun is painful, too. 
But Oh! It gives the greatest pain 
To pun, and to have punned in vain. 
—Ex. 
# # * 
"I see that Bill Stuart has begun to 
love animals." 
"How's that?" 
"He came home last night with a 
hare on his shoulder." 
* # * 
Between the Duth and the Slang, 
Latin is Easy. 
Translating Latin—"Caesar sic de-
cat undercurne gesse lictum." 
This is what he thought it was: 
"Caesar sicked the cat on the cur and 
I guess he licked him." 
* * * 
Appropriate. 
"Some people are humorous without 
even knowing it." 
"As when, for instance?" 
"Here's a man advertises a lecture 
on 'The Panama Canal' illustrated with 
slides."—Ex. 
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Have You? 
Have you a joke that will amuse, 
Or a tiny bit of news? 
Send it in. 
Tell us incidents that are true, 
Or a story that is new, 
'Cause we'd like to hear from you, 
Send it in. 
If your subscription is not paid. 
Nor a small deposit made, 
Send it in. 
We need cash to run this sheet, 
You'll find it hard to beat. 
If you've got a half-dollar 
Send it in. •—Ex. 
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Everybody's Doing It. 
Oh! I have had what's called gastritis, 
And I know all about appendicitis; 
1 stayed at home with tonsilitis, 
And I suffered with acute bronchitis; 
But I can say my one delight is 
To have, Oh, have more—tennisitis. 
There is an old saying that if a farm­
er wants rain he has only to get up a 
picnic. The adage was proved true by 
the bunch that went to the river Satur­
day. The puzzling question is: Who 
wanted rain? 
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Departments 
COLLEGE 
ACADIiMY 
MUSIC 
THEOLOGV 
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SEWING 
A R T  
BUSINESS 
You Should Go To College 
I F YOU HAVE a college education, your life is worth 9/3 times as much as if you have only a high school education; 
215 times as much as if you have only a common school edu: 
cation; 817 times as much as if you have no education. The 
colloge enlarges the life every way. It pushes out the horizon and 
gives a vision that will make life a glory and not a grind; takes out 
the dreary drudgery that is so depressing and puts into it a charac­
ter wealth, and soul power that no misfortune can wreck or ruin. 
j COMING EVENTS— § 
Commmencement week, June 8-14 
Fall Term Opens, September 20 
JV1. VAYHINGER 
PRESIDENT 1 
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